Lawful vs. Unlawful Assemblies
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Another way to say the same thing is, "Lawful vs. Legal Assemblies".
Somehow, people are not making the distinction between lawful and unlawful and
the fact that "legal" is, generally speaking, the equivalent of "unlawful".
We have the Public Law which applies to average Americans, and also a whole
bunch of legal codes, statutes, and regulations that apply to corporations, their
elected officials and officers.
This jargon refers to two separate realms called jurisdictions, and those who live
in these profoundly different and separate jurisdictions.
So, we define a State of the Union which is a Member of the Federation of States
as a State having known physical borders and geographic features. For example,
California is a State of the Union. It is a Member of the Federation of States. It
stands under the Public Law. It's where the people of California choose to live.
Any other kind or variation or definition of "California" is a legal fiction, standing
under private corporate codes, statutes, and regulations. It is populated by
"persons" of one kind or another. It is part of the District of Columbia governments
--- Territorial or Municipal.
And the same thing applies to Assemblies. You can have a lawful Assembly, which
is what we are building throughout the country in every State.
Or....
You can have a District Assembly standing for some other kind of California -- an
unlawful Assembly representing a foreign legal fiction, which is what Agents of the
British Crown are trying to substitute for our lawful State Assemblies.
They did the same thing with our State of State organizations when they
substituted their foreign Territorial organizations for our American State of State
organizations, only now they are attempting to pull the same trick with our actual
State Assemblies.

Stand strong and don't be fooled again.
There is only one lawful State Assembly populating each State of the Union and
empowered to act as a Member of the Federation of States, and that one lawful
State Assembly is only to be found at https://tasa.americanstatenationals.org/
All the would-be British Cuckoo Birds are out there pretending to be Lawful
Assemblies, when in fact they are Unlawful Assemblies. Buyer beware.
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